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Introduction
Imagine that you have been working as an associate at a prominent
global law firm for a few months. One day, a midlevel associate gives you
an urgent assignment involving a complicated corporate transaction in a
foreign country with an undeveloped legal system. After performing some
preliminary research, you ask the associate for some additional guidance,
but she responds that she has no time and calls you "incompetent." She
writes a poor evaluation about your lack of responsibility and tells her col-
leagues that the recruiting department made a mistake in hiring you. On
subsequent projects, she continually criticizes your work without explana-
tion and speaks negatively about you in front of the partners. You begin
experiencing headaches, muscle tension, and fatigue, and your doctor
finally prescribes anti-anxiety medication.
Or imagine that you are a senior associate who hopes to become a
partner at your firm. You have built a reputation as a diligent, insightful
attorney, and you spend many late nights and weekends working on vari-
ous projects for a particularly influential partner. You take a week off to
handle a family emergency at home. Upon your return, you notice that the
partner starts to exclude you from important meetings and withholds
information that you need to make key decisions. He then overturns your
decisions while taking credit for your research and analysis. You have also
stopped receiving new work, even when they relate to your existing clients,
and your fellow associates no longer invite you to their social gatherings.
You have heard a rumor that the partners are planning to let you go, and
you are so worried about your job prospects that you cannot eat or sleep.
Can you take any action against your law firm for mistreatment by the
midlevel associate or partner in each of the above scenarios? Not surpris-
ingly, the answer depends on the country in which you are working.
In the United States, the answer is probably "no," at least not yet.
Most people would classify such behavior as "tough" management and an
inevitable step along the way to corporate success. In France, on the other
hand, employees can turn to the Law on Social Modernisation of January
17, 2002, which introduced a number of legislative provisions to create the
offense of "psychological," or "moral," harassment (le harctlement moral)
and to provide recourse for individuals who have suffered psychological
harassment by their employers.' Now the Qu6becois will also enjoy such
protection. On June 1, 2004, Quebec amended its provincial Labour Stan-
dards Act to address the issue of workplace psychological harassment, thus
enacting the first anti-bullying law in North America. 2
This Note compares moral harassment law in France and Quebec and
examines the likelihood of similar legislation in the rest of North America.
1. See M. Graser et al., Legislative Recognition in France of Psychological Harassment
at Work, 22 MED. & L. 239, 240-41 (2003); Institut National de Recherche et de
Securit , Loi de modernisation sociale: gtneralites, at http://www.inrs.fr/htm/loi de
modernisation sociale.html (last updated Aug. 1, 2003) (last visited Oct. 14, 2004).
2. Canada Safety Council, Targeting Workplace Bullies (2004), at http://www.safety-
council.org/info/OSH/buly-law.html [hereinafter Targeting Workplace Bullies].
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Part I defines moral harassment and reviews the different conceptions of
harassment in North America and Europe. It also reviews general trends in
moral harassment, including empirical evidence and European Union leg-
islation. Part II traces the development of moral harassment law in France
from the early cases that foreshadowed anti-harassment legislation, to the
Law on Social Modernisation of 2002 and subsequent case law. Part III
examines Qutbec's new anti-bullying legislation, and Part IV considers the
potential role of the French and Quebec legislation as models for the rest of
North America. Part V is a conclusion.
1. Background
A. What is Moral Harassment?
"Moral harassment," an English translation of the French term le
harcelement moral, is also known as "mobbing" in Sweden, Germany, and
Italy; "victimization" in Sweden; "workplace bullying" in the United States
and the United Kingdom; 3 and "psychological harassment" in Qutbec. 4
Other synonyms include sub-lethal workplace violence, psychological vio-
lence, "status-blind" harassment, and generalized workplace abuse or mis-
treatment.5 Although no universal definition of psychological harassment
exists, it generally refers to recurring non-physical acts of harassment in
the workplace that negatively affect the employee's physical or mental well-
being.6 Literature on this subject divides moral harassment into three basic
categories of behaviors: (1) abusive communications and actions (e.g.,
screaming, berating, telephone terror, unjustified criticism, sexual harass-
ment, and violence); (2) destruction of the employee's status at work (e.g.,
through insults, rumors, public humiliation, sabotage, and physical isola-
tion); and (3) degrading assignments (e.g., assigning useless tasks, no
tasks, or tasks for which the employee is unqualified). 7 In one 2002 study
on the frequency and patterns of workplace aggression, the behaviors with
the highest incidence rates as reported by the actor included using an
angry tone of voice (74.5%), avoiding another person (67.2%), giving dirty
looks or angry facial expressions (64.5%), talking behind someone's back
3. Maria Isabel S. Guerrero, The Development of Moral Harassment (or Mobbing)
Law in Sweden and France as a Step Towards EU Legislation, 27 B.C. INT'L & COMP. L. REV.
477, 477 (2004).
4. See Act Respecting Labour Standards, R.S.Q. c.N-1.1 (1979), as amended by S.Q.
2002, ch. 80, arts. 47, 68 (in force on June 1, 2004).
5. Workplace Bullying & Trauma Institute, Troubles in the Contemporary Workplace,
available at http://www.bullyinginstitute.org/advocacy/pitchpages.pdf (last visited Oct.
14, 2004).
6. See, e.g., Act Respecting Labour Standards, ch. V-2, § 81.18 (2002) (in force on
June 1, 2004) (Can.), at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.ca/en/site.hp/loi/normes/index.asp;
CODE DU TRAVAIL [C. TRAY.] art. L. 122-49, available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/
WAspad/UnArticeDeCode?codeCTRAVAIL.rcv&art=L122-49; Guerrero, supra note 3,
at 478; Duncan Chappell & Vittorio Di Martino, Violence at Work, ASIAN-PAC. NEWSLET-
TER ON OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY, Apr. 1999 (Int'l Labor Org.), available at
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/protection/safework/violence/violwk/violwk.pdf.
7. Gabrielle S. Friedman & James Q. Whitman, The European Transformation of
Harassment Law: Discrimination Versus Dignity, 9 COLUM. J. EUR. L. 241, 249 (2003).
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(58.2%), yelling or raising one's voice (56.7%), and insulting or criticizing
another person (including sarcasm) (49.5%).8
Workplace bullying may occur between colleagues at the same organi-
zational level or between superiors or subordinates, and the harasser may
be either the superior or the subordinate. 9 Moral harassment may arise
from an existing conflict that has deteriorated or from a situation deliber-
ately set up to humiliate the target employee. 10 Often the harasser is well-
integrated in the workplace and can find some seemingly objective justifi-
cation for his actions. 1 ' There is no typical profile for moral harassment
victims: They may be male or female, young or old, and newly promoted or
longtime employees-not necessarily fragile individuals. 12
The costs of workplace harassment are significant for both the
employer and the employee. Bullying can reduce worker productivity by
about 2% and lead to absenteeism, poor health and early retirement, high
turnover, and increased insurance premiums. 13 Third parties, such as the
employee's friends and family, and witnesses to the psychological harass-
ment may also suffer from deteriorating relationships with the targeted
individual. 14
Overall, psychological harassment laws may be a sound business idea
in some jurisdictions because they recognize the importance of employees'
physical and mental health and safety, and they aim to promote a positive
workplace for both employers and employees.
B. Differing Concepts of Harassment
The disparity in the current laws on moral harassment-namely, that
Canada and the United States lag behind many of the European Union
countries-may stem partially from a fundamental difference in the under-
lying conceptions of harassment. Two paradigms have emerged in the har-
assment context: the American antidiscrimination paradigm and the
European dignity paradigm. 15 Each one reflects a different motivation for
governing the employment relationship, which perhaps explains the differ-
ence in each region's need for workplace harassment legislation.
Although academic literature and commentary have focused on the
American conception of harassment, Canadian labor law has been
8. See Loraleigh Keashly & Karen Jagatic, By Any Other Name: American Perspectives
on Workplace Bullying, in BULLYING AND EMOTIONAL ABUSE IN THE WORKPLACE: INTERNA-
TIONAL PERSPECTIVES IN RESEARCH AND PRACTICE 40 tbl.2.2 (Sthle Einarsen et al. eds.,
2003) (showing results of a study by Glomb).




13. European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions,
Preventing Violence and Harassment in the Workplace (2003), available at http://www.
eurofound.eu.int/publications/files/EF0330EN.pdf [hereinafter Preventing Violence and
Harassment].
14. See id.
15. Friedman & Whitman, supra note 7, at 243.
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modeled after U.S. labor law to some extent. 1 6 Therefore, the general
American view of harassment as "a form of discrimination, a way of tor-
menting members of minority and other disadvantaged groups seeking
upward social mobility through work[,]" 17 especially as it relates to women
and sexual harassment,' 8 may be extrapolated to Canada as well. Indeed,
the American laws against sexual harassment have triggered similar stat-
utes around the world. 19 However, sexual harassment law in the United
States has two notable features. First, sexual harassment grew out of Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which states that "[iut shall be an unlaw-
ful employment practice for an employer ... to discriminate against any
individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privi-
leges of employment, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex,
or national origin ...-20 Thus, the American laws against sexual harass-
ment are in fact based on laws against racial discrimination. 2 1 Although
Title VII does not apply in Canada, Canadian harassment laws also seem to
reflect a focus on discrimination.2 2 Second, U.S. sexual harassment law
focuses on hiring, termination, and advancement issues instead of on the
terms and conditions of issues regarding stable employment. 23 It assumes
"a relatively fluid job market, in which employees regularly quit, get fired,
get promoted or get denied promotion, ' 24 which is furthered by the
employment-at-will doctrine. 25 This bias exists despite Title VII's explicit
reference to "terms" and "conditions" of employment and not to advance-
ment or termination. 26 Moreover, the Supreme Court views this language
to extend beyond "'economic' or 'tangible' discrimination" to cover abusive
or hostile workplaces. 2 7 Canada, however, has not adopted the employ-
ment-at-will doctrine. 28
Although European countries have enacted their own provisions
against sexual harassment as discrimination against women, their laws
reflect a focus on the "dignity of women" rather than mere distaste for dis-
crimination against women. 29 This idea of dignity extends to the Euro-
pean labor law context, where harassment law has become the "law of
16. Douglas G. Gilbert & Brian W. Burkett, Canada's Labor and Employment Laws
(June 2001), at http://www.shrm.org/nahrma/canada.asp.
17. Friedman & Whitman, supra note 7, at 241.
18. Id.
19. Id. at 241 & n.2.
20. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a) (2004); see Friedman & Whitman, supra note 7, at 244.
21. Friedman & Whitman, supra note 7, at 244.
22. See, e.g., Joseph M. Pellicciotti, Workplace Sexual Harassment Law in Canada and
the United States: A Comparative Study of the Doctrinal Development Concerning the
Nature of Actionable Sexual Harassment, 8 PACE INT'L L. REv. 339, 355-58 (1996).
23. Id. at 244-45.
24. Id.
25. Id. at 266.
26. Id. at 245; 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2.
27. See Harris v. Forklift Systems, Inc., 510 U.S. 17, 21 (1993) (citing Meritor Sav-
ings Bank, FSB v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57 (1986)).
28. Gilbert & Burkett, supra note 16.
29. See Friedman & Whitman, supra note 7, at 242; Anita Bernstein, Law, Culture,
and Harassment, 142 PENN. L. REv. 1227, 1234-39 (1994).
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'dignity' in a stable job, rather than [the] law of 'equality' in a fluid job
market."30 Like Canadians, Europeans have far from embraced the idea of
at-will employment that is so prevalent in the United States; they typically
stay longer at the same workplace, and employee dismissals and resigna-
tions are fairly uncommon. 3 1 Because stable employment is much more
important in Europe, workplace harassment legislation must address qual-
ity of life, dignity in the workplace, and disciplinary concerns, and focus
less on problems relating to hiring, advancement, and termination. 32 The
concept of dignity is thus an influential feature throughout European
law.33
C. Employer Liability
Moral harassment is a serious problem, and, as a result, moral harass-
ment legislation is accompanied by liability standards for the harasser and,
not surprisingly, for the employer. 34 Since moral harassment occurs at the
workplace, plaintiffs will naturally identify the employer as part of the
cause, whether in the context of prevention (i.e., the employer should have
established an anti-harassment policy and educated employees accord-
ingly) or remedial action (i.e., the employer did not do anything or did not
do enough to investigate and stop a known incident of harassment).
Although the concept of respondeat superior is familiar in the United
States, the idea of an employer's vicarious liability for its employees'
actions has been largely rejected in the United Kingdom and Canada,3 5 and
does not exist in France.36 Article 121-2 of the French Criminal Code is
very clear that "[n]o one is criminally liable except for his own conduct."3 7
Article 222-33-1 qualifies this rule slightly by providing that certain legal
persons may incur criminal liability for offenses "committed on their
account by their organs or representatives," 38 but limits its application to
the offenses listed in Articles 222-22 to 222-31, which cover rape and other
sexual aggressions. 3 9 Since there is no reference to the offense of moral
harassment in the new amendments, one may reasonably infer that the
30. Id. at 245, 242 n.3.
31. Id. at 266 (noting that the traditional resistance to at-will employment in Europe
is both a "legal tradition" and a "deeply rooted socio-cultural pattern.").
32. Id.
33. See id. at 267 ("Caring about employee dignity in the workplace is part and par-
cel of a larger tendency to care about human dignity in the law of international human
rights, and indeed about dignity in all of its forms.").
34. See infra text accompanying notes 104-06 and Part II.B.
35. Department of Justice Canada, Corporate Criminal Liability, Discussion Paper
(Mar. 2002), available at http://canada.justice.gc.ca/en/dept/pub/ccLrpm/discussion/
issues.html (last updated Apr. 24, 2003).
36. Caroline Goette, Sexual Harassment in the Workplace in France and in the United
States, NAT'L L. Ass'N REv. Spring 1997, at 22, available at http://www.nla.org/library/
spring97/pg22.html#NLA0.
37. CODE PENAL [C. PEN.] art.121-2, available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAs-
pad/UnArticleDeCode?commun=CPENAL&art=l 21-2.
38. Id. art. 222-33-1, available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/UnArticle
DeCode?commun=CPENAL&art=222-33-1.
39. Id. arts. 222-22 to 222-31, available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr.
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drafters did not intend to make employers criminally liable for acts of
moral harassment by their employees. Yet the French labor laws against
sexual harassment and moral harassment do stress that employers must
undertake all necessary means to prevent violations of the moral harass-
ment laws.40
D. General Trends in Moral Harassment
1. Empirical Evidence on Workplace Bullying
Psychological harassment in the workplace is not a new phenomenon.
In a European Union survey of trends in workplace violence, comparative
empirical evidence showed that between 1996 and 2000, the composition
of cases reported changed significantly. 4 1 The percentage of reported
cases relating to physical violence decreased from 4% to 2% and reported
cases involving sexual harassment remained at 2%, while the percentage of
reported cases of intimidation and bullying increased from 8% to 9%.42
The European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working
Conditions reported that "[o]ver 7% of EU workers are aware of the exis-
tence of physical violence in their workplace while 2% report having exper-
ienced physical violence at work."'4 3 International studies on the
frequency of workplace bullying between 1995 and 2001 by various
researchers indicate that between 1% and 4% of employees experience seri-
ous bullying and between 10% and 20% or more of employees experience
occasional bullying in Europe. 44 Bullying may last for many months or
several years; the average duration in studies of victims alone was three
years.45 Although self-selection is an issue in these studies-bullies are
obviously reluctant to identify themselves and admit to their behavior-
these statistics show that "bullying is not a short episode but a very long-
lasting process that 'wears down' its victims ... 46 Among industry sec-
tors, employees in the civil service or public administration, the hotel and
restaurant business, and retail trade and services seem to face a higher risk
of psychological harassment at the workplace.
47
Gender differences also emerge in workplace bullying statistics. Vic-
tims tend to be females, likely due to the prevalence of male-dominated
professions and work cultures, and bullies tend to be males, likely due to
40. See infra text accompanying notes 104-105.
41. See European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Condi-
tions, Preventing Violence and Harassment in the Workplace 3 fig.1 (2003), (citing the
Second and Third European surveys of working conditions by Paoli and Merlli), availa-
ble at http://www.eurofound.eu.int/publications/files/EF02112EN.pdf [hereinafter
Preventing Violence and Harassment in the Workplace].
42. Id.
43. Preventing Violence and Harassment, supra note 13.
44. See Dieter Zapf et al., Empirical Findings on Bullying in the Workplace, in BULLYING
AND EMOTIONAL ABUSE IN THE WORKPLACE: INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES IN RESEARCH AND
PRACTICE 103-09 & tbl.5.1 (Sthle Einarsen et al. eds., 2003).
45. Id. at 109-10 & tbl.5.2.
46. Id. at 110.
47. See Institut National de Recherche et de Securit , supra note 1.
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more aggressive personalities and the typically supervisory positions they
hold in the workplace. 48 Interestingly, studies by Swedish psychologist Dr.
Heinz Leymann showed that women are bullied more often by other
women, and men are bullied more often by other men, which he attributed
to labor market segregation. 4 9 Often, victims face multiple bullies, and
studies have reported a positive correlation between the bullying duration
and the number of bullies.50
2. European Union Initiatives
The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union provides
that "[elvery worker has the right to working conditions which respect his
or her health, safety and dignity."5 1 On September 20, 2001, the European
Parliament adopted a resolution on harassment at the workplace, acknowl-
edging the serious problem of bullying, its "devastating effects" on its vic-
tims and their families, and the need for the European Community and
Member States to address this issue.5 2 The resolution urged the European
Commission (EC) "to consider a clarification or extension of the scope of
the framework directive on health and safety at work or, alternatively, the
drafting of a new framework directive as a legal instrument to combat bul-
lying...,,s3 It also called for the EC to publish a green paper5 4 by March
2002 analyzing workplace bullying in the EU Member States and to present
by October 2002 an "action programme of measures at Community level
against bullying at work" and a corresponding timetable for implementa-
tion.5 5 The EC has maintained its position that its 1989 Council Directive
on health and safety adequately covers moral harassment by providing that
"[t]he employer shall have a duty to ensure the safety and health of workers
in every aspect related to the work," and has not issued a green paper. 56
48. See Dieter Zapf et al., supra note 44, at 110-13 & tbl.5.3.
49. Id. at 113.
50. See id.
51. CHARTER OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 2000 Oj. (C 364) 15
(2000), art. 31, available at http://www.europarl.eu.int/charter/pdf/textsen.pdf.
52. European Parliament Resolution on Harassment at the Workplace 2001/2339
(INI), 10, 2002 Oj. (C 77 E/138) 1, 3, 6, 8, 12 (2002), available at http://europa.eu.int/
eur-lex/pri/en/oj/dat/2002/ceO77/ceO7720020328enO1380141.pdf.
53. Id. at 13. See generally European Parliament and Council Directive 2002/73/EC,
2002 Oj. (L 269) 15, (amending Council Directive 76/207/EEC by providing clearer
definitions for implementation of equal treatment between genders in employment,
training and promotion, and working conditions), available at http://europa.eu.int/eur-
lex/pri/en/oj/dat/2002/1269/126920021005enOO150020.pdf.
54. The European Commission addresses specific areas of policy in "green papers,"
which invite comments from interested parties as part of the consultative process. Docu-
ments of Individual Institutions: European Commission, at http://europa.eu.int/docu-
ments/comm/index-en.htm (last visited Nov. 21, 2004).
55. European Parliament Resolution on Harassment at the Workplace, supra note 52,
at 24.
56. Council Directive 89/391 of 12 June 1989 on the Introduction of Measures To
Encourage Improvements in the Safety and Health of Workers at Work, art. 5, 1989 Oj.
(L 183) 1, available at http://europa.eu.int/smartapi/cgi/sga-doc?smartapi!celexapi!
prod!CELEXnumdoc&lg=en&numdoc=31989L0391&model=guichett; Guerrero, supra
note 3, at 493.
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However, this directive predates awareness about moral harassment and
likely targeted physical health and safety only.5 7 Member of European Par-
liament Proinsias de Rossa expressed his dismay at the Commission's fail-
ure to issue the green paper and implementation plan: "What is needed is
not necessarily a common approach but a common acknowledgement of
the problem at the EU level and a common commitment to deal with
*"58
Initiatives at the Member State level have been more successful.
France's law is only a recent example of the trend of regulatory responses
to psychological harassment in Europe. Sweden, 59 Belgium, 60 Finland,
6 1
and the Netherlands 62 have also enacted legislation addressing this issue.
In fact, Dr. Leymann in Sweden was the first to refer to hostile workplace
behavior as "mobbing."63 He identified a series of forty-five mobbing
behaviors, divided into five stages, and suggested that employers develop
measures to fight mobbing in each of these stages.6 4
Other countries have also taken steps towards fighting workplace har-
assment, though not necessarily in the form of specific new legislation.
Germany refers to mobbing in its Labor-Management Act, and German
lawyers counsel corporations to negotiate anti-mobbing collective agree-
ments.6 5 Courts in the United Kingdom, Ireland, and Australia currently
deal with workplace bullying under existing legislation,6 6 but the United
Kingdom has pending draft legislation called the Dignity at Work Bill,
which underwent a third reading in the House of Lords and passed to the
House of Commons in May 2002.67
II. Development of Moral Harassment Law in France
A. Early Case Law
Although there was some case law in France reflecting the courts'
acknowledgment of issues that would now fall under the area of moral har-
assment, judges did not start referring to moral or psychological harass-
57. Guerrero, supra note 3, at 494.
58. European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions,
Seminar on Violence and Harassment in the Workplace: Summary, 2004, at 4, at http://
www.eurofound.eu.int/publications/files/EF0464EN.pdf.
59. See Laurent Vogel, Psychological Harassment at Work and the Law- Wanted: An
Integrated Whole-Workforce Approach in Workplace Health Policy, TUTB NEWSLETTER
(European Trade Union Technical Bureau for Health and Safety, Belgium), Sept. 2002, at
22, (noting that Sweden enacted the first regulations on psychological harassment in its
Order on Victimization at Work on September 21, 1993), available at http://www.etuc.
org/tutb/uk/pdf/2002-19p20-25.pdf.
60. See id. at 23 (noting that Belgium's Act of 11 June 2002 has a wide scope).
61. See Preventing Violence and Harassment in the Workplace, supra note 42, at 4.
62. See id.
63. Guerrero, supra note 3, at 480-82.
64. Id.
65. Friedman & Whitman, supra note 7, at 258-59.
66. Targeting Workplace Bullies, supra note 2.
67. 635 PARL. DEB., H.L:(5th ser.) (2002), available at http://www.publications.par-
liament.uk/pa/ld200102/ldhansrd/vo020529/text/20529-13.htm#20529-13headO.
633
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ment in their opinions68 until the late 1990s, when psychologist Marie-
France Hirigoyen introduced the concept of moral harassment in her book
entitled Le harcelement moral: la violence perverse au quotidien.
6 9
Hirigoyen's book led to a rise in activism against moral harassment, includ-
ing employee strikes at Eclatec, an outdoor lighting company, and the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Vende [Ila Chambre de Commerce
et d'industrie de Vendde]. 70 Subsequent cases in the Labor Court of Paris
[Conseil de Prud'hommes de Paris],71 the Social Security Court of Vosges
[Tribunal des affaires de securite sociale de Vosges], 7 2 and the Regional Court
of Law Roche Sur Yon [Tribunal de grande instance de La Roche sur Yon] 73
reflected the growing awareness and recognition of the offense of psycho-
logical harassment.
B. Law on Social Modernisation [L. ng 2002-73 du 17 janv. 2002]
The French Law on Social Modernisation added (or amended) Articles
L. 122-46 to L. 122-54 to the French Labour Code [Code du Travail],74 Arti-
cle 222-33-2 to the French Criminal Code [Code Penal],75 and provisions to
government service regulations. 76 The French Constitutional Council has
held that all of these articles are constitutional and do not need to be
68. See Guerrero, supra note 3, at 488-89 (describing a 1960 Cour de Cassation deci-
sion affirming damages against IBM France for terminating an employee without cause
and a 1973 French Supreme Court decision in favor of a manager who resigned after his
employer demoted him to floor-sweeping as examples of the early recognition of moral
harassment).
69. See generally MARIE-FRANCE HIRIGOYEN, LE HARCELEMENT MORAL: LA VIOLENCE PER-
VERSE AU QUOTIDIEN (1998) (coining the phrase "le harclement moral" and describing
moral harassment as a form of interpersonal violence and perversion).
70. Id. at 490-91.
71. See Conseil de Prud'hommes de Paris, Dec. 15, 1999, (awarding 100,000 FF to a
depressed hotel employee who had to take a two-year sick leave after her supervisor
disparaged and humiliated her in the presence of clients and colleagues, repeatedly
changed her working hours, and required her to perform computer-related tasks and
speak English without prior training), available at http://perso.club-internet.fr/lextel/
jurisprudence/Billaux.html; Guerrero, supra note 3, at 489.
72. See Trib. aff. s&c. soc. Vosges, Feb. 28, 2000, (finding a "work accident" for health
insurance purposes when psychological harassment at the workplace by a superior
drove a cleaning lady to attempt suicide), available at http://lextel.club.fr/jurispru-
dence/rousseauxpremier.html); Guerrero, supra note 3, at 489-90.
73. See T.G.I. La Roche sur Yon, Feb. 26, 2001, (applying Article 225-14 of the
French Criminal Code, which provides that an abuse of authority that subjects another
individual to working conditions that are incompatible with human dignity is punisha-
ble by two years' imprisonment and a 500,000 FF fine), available at http://perso.club-
internet.fr/lextel/urisprudence/bonnet.html; Guerrero, supra note 3, at 490. Note that
France passed the Law No. 2003-239 of March 18, 2003, J.O. Mar. 19, 2003, p. 4761,
which amended this provision as follows: "An act that submits a person, whose vulnera-
bility or dependence is apparent or known to the acting party, to working or living condi-
tions that are incompatible with human dignity, is punishable by five years'
imprisonment and a 150 000 - fine." C. PEN. art. 225-14, available at http://www.
legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/UnArticleDeCode?commun=CPENAL&art=225-14 (empha-
sis added).
74. C. TRAy., arts. L. 122-46 to L. 122-54, available at www.legifrance.gouv.fr.
75. C. PEN. art. 222-33-2, available at www.legifrance.gouv.fr.
76. Graser et al., supra note 1, at 240.
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implemented by regulatory provisions. 77 Article L. 122-49 creates the
offense of psychological harassment by providing that no employee shall
suffer repeated acts of psychological harassment whose purpose or effect is
the deterioration of working conditions that may violate his rights and dig-
nity, impair his physical or mental health, or compromise his professional
future. 78
1. Material Elements of the Offense
The offense of psychological harassment in France has essentially
three material elements: (1) "repeated acts" [les agissements repetes]; (2)
"whose purpose or effect is the deterioration of working conditions" [qui
ont pour objet ou pour effet une degradation des conditions de travail]; and (3)
"may affect his rights and dignity, impair his physical or mental health, or
compromise his professional future" [susceptible de porter atteinte a ses
droits et d sa dignite, d'alterer sa sante physique ou mentale ou de compromet-
tre son avenir professionnel].7 9
a. "Repeated acts"
One difference between Hirigoyen's original theories and the current
Law on Social Modernisation is that Hirigoyen defined moral harassment
such that "a single act of aggression could constitute moral harassment if it
[was] intentionally humiliating";80 thus, harassment would include a
humiliating situation "where the employer locks the employee out of his or
office, throwing the employee's personal belongings into a box"8 1 but
exclude "single verbal acts, which are often spontaneous rather than pre-
meditated."'8 2 The Law on Social Modernisation makes it clear that a sin-
gle act, regardless of severity, is not enough to constitute psychological
harassment.8 3 The courts will likely examine the acts and require a certain
pattern over a given time period.8 4 One outstanding issue that the courts
must determine is the length of time after the harassment during which
employees may bring claims of psychological harassment-should there be
a statute of limitations and, if so, how long should it run?
8 5
b. "Whose purpose or effect is the deterioration of working conditions"
The French Labour Code implies that "working conditions" apply only
77. See id. These provisions have applied since January 20, 2002. Id.
78. C. TRAV. art. L. 122-49, available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/Un
ArticleDeCode?code=CTRAVAIL.rcv&art=L122-49. The French text reads: "Aucun salarie
ne doit subir les agissements rpetes de harcdlement moral qui ont pour objet ou pour effet
une degradation des conditions de travail susceptible de porter atteinte a ses droits et a sa
dignite, d'alterer sa sante physique ou mentale ou de compromettre son avenir profession-
nel." Id.
79. Id.
80. Guerrero, supra note 3, at 484-85.
81. Id. at 485.
82. Id.
83. See Graser et al., supra note 1, at 241.
84. See id.
85. See id.
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to the physical working area.8 6 "Deterioration" is somewhat subjective
because this element depends partially on employee perception. For exam-
ple, some employees may view France's 2001 move to the 35-hour working
week 87 as "deteriorating" if, due to more flexible work allocation, they have
to work on the weekend; however, compared to the previously longer work-
ing week, the working conditions would have actually improved. 88
c. "May violate his rights and dignity, impair his physical or mental
health, or compromise his professional future"
According to the French Constitutional Court, the rights referred to in
the psychological harassment provision are the "personal and collective
freedoms"8 9 in Article L. 120-1 of the French Labour Code.90 The concept
of employee dignity as part of harassment law originated in the European
Community's November 2000 Council Directive, which sets out a frame-
work for dealing with various kinds of discrimination and emphasizes the
principle of equal treatment. 9 1 The Directive defines harassment as
follows:
Harassment shall be deemed to be a form of discrimination within the
meaning of paragraph 1, when unwanted conduct related to any of the
grounds referred to in Article 1 takes place with the purpose or effect of
violating the dignity of a person and of creating an intimidating, hostile,
degrading, humiliating or offensive environment.
92
The Directive also prohibits direct or indirect discrimination on any of
the grounds in Article 1, which addresses discrimination "on the grounds
of religion or belief, disability, [and] age or sexual orientation as regards
employment and occupation...-93 The French Criminal Code requires
violation of both the rights and dignity of the employee for psychological
harassment. 94
Regarding the impairment of physical or mental health, only the
courts can decide whether deterioration in working conditions actually
caused the employee's health consequences. 95 Employees alleging harass-
86. See id. (noting that the provisions regulating the annual report on workplace
health and safety cover topics such as working hours, shifts, the pace and rate of work,
space layout, and the light, heat, and sound environment, all of which relate to physical
workspace).
87. Law No. 98-461 of June 13, 1998, J.O., June 14, 1998, p. XXX, available at 9029
http://www.legifrance.gouvfr/WAspad/UnTexteDeJorf?numjo=MESX9700154L.
88. See Graser et al., supra note 1, at 241-42.
89. C. TR V., art. L. 120-2, available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/
UnArticleDeCode?code=CTRAVAIL.rcv&art=L120-2.
90. See Graser et al., supra note 1, at 242.
91. See generally Council Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000 Establishing a
General Framework for Equal Treatment in Employment and Occupation, 2000 O.J. (L
303/16), available at http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/pri/en/oj/dat/2000/L303/L303 2
0001202en00160022.pdf. See Graser et al., supra note 1, at 242.
92. Id. art. 2(3).
93. Id. arts. 1, 2(1).
94. See Graser et al., supra note 1, at 242.
95. Id.
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ment may only produce medical certificates of clinical findings; harassers
are liable only for the effects of their conduct, not their conduct per se.9 6
The French Labour Code and Criminal Code are not clear on the
meaning of "professional future," which might include increased responsi-
bility, a promotion or a raise, or continuing in the present position at the
company. 97
d. Intent
Although Article 222-32-2 of the French Criminal Code does not
appear to require a particular mental state for the offense of psychological
harassment, 98 Article 121-3 provides that "there is no crime or offence
without an intention to commit such."99 A victim must show that the har-
asser intentionally or deliberately harassed him.10 0
e. Relationship of Authority
The French National Assembly originally required a relationship of
authority between the harasser and the victim but later removed it on the
advice of the French Economic and Social Council. 101 Thus, the offense of
psychological harassment no longer requires an abuse of authority. 10 2 The
harassment may be top-down (harassment by a superior), horizontal (har-
assment between colleagues), or bottom-up (harassment by a
subordinate). 103
2. Prevention
As a deterrent against psychological harassment, France expanded the
scope of its labor law by importing the general obligation of good faith
performance of the employment contract by employers from the French
Civil Code to Article L. 120-4 of the French Labour Code. 10 4 Additionally,
the Law on Social Modernisation imposes new obligations on employers.
Article L. 122-34 of the French Labour Code requires employers to prepare
a written document displaying workplace rules, implementation measures




98. See id. at 243.
99. C. PEN., art. 121-3 ("II n'y a point de crime ou de delit sans intention de le com-
mettre."), available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/UnArticleDeCode?com-
mun=CPENAL&art=225-14.
100. See id.; Graser et al., supra note 1, at 243.
101. Graser et al., supra note 1, at 243.
102. Id.
103. Id.
104. Id. at 244; see C. TRAv., art. L. 120-4, ("Le contrat de travail est ex&ut de bonne
foi."), available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/UnArticleDeCode?code=
CTRAVAlL.rcv&art=L120-4.
105. Graser et al., supra note 1, at 244. The French text reads:
Le r~glement intrieur est un document ecrit par lequel l'employeur fixe
exclusivement:
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3. Rights of Employees
Where an employee suffers a violation of his rights or an impairment
of his physical or mental health, Article L. 422-1-1 of the French Labour
Code has extended the right to notify the employer of such violation or
impairment to cases of psychological harassment. 10 6 The employer must
make an immediate inquiry and take steps to remedy the situation. If the
employer fails to do so, or factually disagrees with the employee, then the
employer may, with the employee's written permission, refer the problem
to the adjudication panel of the industrial tribunal [bureau de jugement du
conseil de prud'hommes]l. 0 7 The panel will take proper measures to stop
the harassment.10 8
Any individual who believes he has been a victim of psychological har-
assment has the option of mediation.10 9 The mediator investigates the
relations between the parties, attempts reconciliation, and submits written
proposals to stop the harassment. 1 10 Under revised Article L. 122-54 that
became effective on January 3, 2003, the parties mutually agree upon the
mediator."' Previously, under the 2002 Law on Social Modernisation, the
mediator selection process took place outside of the company from a prede-
termined list.1 1 2 The 2003 law also removes the earlier requirement that
- les mesures d'application de la riglementation en matire d'hygi~ne et de
scurit dans l'entreprise ou l' tablissement... ;
- les conditions dans lesquelles les salaries peuvent etre appelks A participer, A
la demande de l'employeur, au retablissement de conditions de travail protec-
trices de la securite et de la sante des salaries ds lors qu'elles apparaitraient
compromises; [et]
- les regles g~nrales et permanents relatives A la discipline, et notamment la
nature et l'fchelle des sanctions que peut prendre l'employeur.
II rappelle galement les dispositions relatives A l'interdiction de toute pra-
tique de harcelement moral.
C. TRAy., art. L. 122-34, available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/UnArticle
DeCode?code=CTRAVAIL.rcv&art=L 122-34.
106. C. TRAV., art. L. 422-1-1, available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/
UnArticleDeCode?code=CTRAVAIL.rcv&art=L422-1-1. The French text reads:
Si un delegue du personnel constate, notamment par l'interm~diaire d'un
salarie, qu'il existe une atteinte aux droits des personnes, a leur sante physique
et mentale ou aux libert~s individuelles dans l'entreprise qui ne serait pas jus-
tifi(e par la nature de la tiche a accomplir ni proportionne au but recherche, il
en saisit imm~diatement l'employeur. Cette atteinte aux droits des personnes,
leur sante physique et mentale ou aux libertes individuelles peut notamment
resulter de toute mesure discriminatoire en matire d'embauche, de remunera-
tion, de formation, de reclassement, d'affectation, de classification, de qualifica-
tion, de promotion professionnelle, de mutation, de renouvellement de contrat,








112. Law No. 2002-73 ofJan. 17, 2002, art. 171,J.O.,Jan. 18, 2002, p. 1008 (revising
C. TRAv. art. 122-48; amended by Law No. 2003-6 of Jan. 3, 2003, art. 5, J.O. Jan. 4,
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the parties meet in person within one month. 113
4. Punishment
The penalty scale for the offense of psychological harassment is oddly
inconsistent. The French Criminal Code punishes harassment with one
year's imprisonment and a 15,000 _ fine (or one of these two penalties
alone), 1 4 while the French Labour Code states that one year's imprison-
ment and a 3,750 _ fine (or one of these two penalties alone) apply to all
violations covered by the harassment provisions-Articles L. 122-46, L.
122-49, and L. 123-1,115
Employees may bring both criminal and civil actions against the har-
asser. 1 16 Under Article L. 122-53 of the French Labour Code, trade unions
may bring actions on behalf of a harassed employee with the latter's writ-
ten permission; the employee may then participate in the court action but
end it anytime he wishes. 1 17 Despite sanctions against psychological har-
assment, evidentiary problems remain, leading France to create rules of
evidence favoring harassment victims."18 The modified burden of proof in
civil proceedings follows the burden of proof established by the European
Community's December 1997 Council Directive on the burden of proof in
sexual discrimination proceedings. 119 According to the Council Directive
and Article L. 122-52 of the French Labour Code, after plaintiffs have pro-
duced evidence of psychological harassment, "it shall be for the respondent
to prove that there has been no breach of the principle of equal treat-
ment."'120 Criminal actions, on the other hand, follow the principle of pre-
2003, p. 255). Prior to the 2003 amendment, Article 122-48 read: "Le mediateur est
choisi en dehors de l'entreprise sur une liste de personnalites designees en fonction de
leur autorit6 morale et de leur competence dans la prevention du harcelement moral ou
sexuel." Id.
113. See C. TRAy., art. L. 122-54, available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/
UnArticleDeCode?code=CTRAVAIL.rcv&art=L 122-54.
114. C. PEN., art. 222-33-2. The French text reads:
Le fait de harceler autrui par des agissements repetes ayant pour objet ou pour
effet une degradation des conditions de travail susceptible de porter atteinte A
ses droits et i sa dignite, d'alterer sa sante physique ou mentale ou de com-
promettre son avenir professionnel, est puni d'un an d'emprisonnement et de 15
000 _ d'amende.
Id.
115. See C. TRAV., art. L. 152-1-1 ("Toute infraction aux dispositions des articles L.
122-46, L. 122-49 et L. 123-1 sera punie d'un emprisonnement d'un an et d'une amende
de 3 750 - ou de l'une de ces deux peines seulement."), available at http://www.
legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/UnArticeDeCode?code=CTRAVAIL.rcv&art=L152-1-1.
116. See Graser et al., supra note 1, at 246.
117. C. TRAV., art. L. 122-53, available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/
UnArticleDeCode?code=CTRAVAIL.rcv&art=Ll 22-53.
118. See Graser et al., supra note 1, at 246.
119. Id.
120. Council Directive 97/80/EC of 15 December 1997 on the Burden of Proof in
Cases of Discrimination Based on Sex, art. 4, 1998 Oj. (L 14/6) 1, 2, available at http://
europa.eu.int/eur-lex/pri/en/oj/dat/1998/_014/_01419980120enOO060008.pdf. This
Directive also clarifies that it "shall not prevent Member States from introducing rules of
evidence which are more favourable to plaintiffs." Id.; see C. TRAV., art. L. 122-52, availa-
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sumption of innocence outlined in Article 9 of the Declaration of the
Rights of Man of 1789121 and the French Code of Criminal Procedure.
122
Prior to court proceedings, an employer who discovers moral harassment
at his workplace can order a disciplinary sanction under Article L. 122-50
of the French Labour Code. 123 If the dispute is not settled, Article L. 122-
49 automatically nullifies any employment contract termination (e.g., dis-
missal, resignation, or negotiated departure) 12 4 resulting from psychologi-
cal harassment. 12 5
C. Subsequent Case Law
Shortly after the Law on Social Modernisation became effective,
France encountered its first criminal moral harassment case involving a
former program director at Canal NuMedia, a subsidiary of a French televi-
sion station. 12 6 The Criminal Court of Paris (Tribunal correctionel de Paris]
concluded that the alleged harassment-the company president's repeated
vexation and pressure on the complainant, causing her to suffer from
depression and to finally quit her job-was not directed at the employee
personally. 12 7 The court referred to the burden of proof requirement in
Article 122-52 of the French Criminal Code and reiterated that moral har-
assment requires a violation of the employee's rights or dignity, impair-
ment of physical health or morale, or jeopardy to his professional future. 128
ble at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/UnArticleDeCode?code=CTRAVAIL.rcv&
art=L122-52. The French text reads:
En cas de litige relatif A l'application des articles L. 122-46 et L. 122-49, ds lors
que le salarie concern& 6tablit des faits qui permettent de presumer l'existence
d'un harcelement, il incombe A la parties defenderesse, au vu de ces 6klments,
de prouver que ces agissements ne sont pas constitutifs d'un tel harclernent et
que sa dfcision est justifie par des e1ments objectifs etrangers A tout
harcdlement.
Id.
121. D&laration des Droits de l'Homme and du Citoyen de 1789 [Declaration of the
Rights of Man and the Citizen] art. 9 (1789), available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/
html/constitution/constO1.htm. The French text reads: "Tout homme etant presume
innocent jusqu'A ce qu'il ait t4 dclar& coupable, s'il est jugE indispensable de I'arriter,
toute rigueur qui ne serait pas ncessaire pour s'assurer de sa personne doit etre s&vere-
ment reprime par la loi." Id.
122. CODE DE PROCEDURE PENALE [C. PR. PEN.] art. prelim. III, available at http://www.
legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/VisuArticleCode?commun=&code=&hO=CPROCPEL.rcv&
hl=l&h3=0. The French text reads: "Toute personne suspect~e ou poursuivie est
presume innocente tant que sa culpabilite n'a pas et6 etablie. Les atteintes 5 sa
pr(somption d'innocence sont pr~venues, r~pares et reprimes dans les conditions
prevues par la loi." Id.
123. See Graser et al., supra note 1, at 247.
124. See id.
125. See C. rAv., art. L. 122-49, available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/
UnArticleDeCode?code=CTRAVAIL.rcv&art-L122-49. The French text reads: "Toute
rupture du contrat de travail qui en r~sulterait, toute disposition ou tout acte contraire
est nul de plein droit." Id.
126. Guerrero, supra note 3, at 492-93.
127. EmploiCenter, Harcelement Moral Chez CanalNumedia: Relaxe de l'Ancien PDG
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In finding for the employer, France narrowed the scope of its Law on Social
Modernisation-a rather unexpected move, given that the motivation
behind psychological harassment laws is generally to help victims.
1 29
III. North America's First Psychological Harassment Legislation
A. The Need for Anti-Bullying Legislation in Quebec
In a survey of 640 salaried workers in Quebec (approximately a 64.8%
response rate), between 7% and 9% of respondents said that they had been
regular victims of some form of psychological harassment at work, which
included facing isolation by an individual or a group, being demeaned or
ridiculed in front of other people, and receiving abusive, threatening, or
degrading remarks. 130 These figures were comparable to those from simi-
lar surveys in Sweden (3.5% - 1992), Great Britain (10% - 2000), and
Belgium (11.5% - 2002). 13 1 As it turns out, France's Law on Social
Modernisation was "the very law that inspired Quebec to follow suit"132
and enact its own legislation.
B. Amendments to Qu~bec's Act Respecting Labour Standards
First introduced by the former Parti Quebecois government in
2002,133 Quebec's new standards on psychological harassment came into
effect this year on June 1, 2004 and are now part of the provincial Act
Respecting Labour Standards in § 81.18-81.20, along with standards on
recourse in § 123.6-123.16.134 The new legislation aims "first and fore-
most to make employers and employees aware of psychological harassment
in the workplace and to permit actions upstream in order to avoid a deteri-
oration of the work environment for the employee."1 3 5 Modeled after
moral harassment laws in France, Sweden, and Belgium, 13 6 Qutbec's stan-
dards clarify employers' existing obligations under Qutbec's Civil Code 13 7
129. See Guerrero, supra note 3, at 492-93.
130. Jean-Pierre Brun & Eric Plante, Chaire en gestion de la sante et de la securit6 du
travail dans les organisations, Le harcelement psychologique au travail au Quebec 3, 6
(2004), available at http://cgsst.fsa.ulaval.ca/violence/stock/fra/docl27-155.pdf.
131. Id.
132. Wallace Immen, Quebec Squares Off Against Bullies, GLOBE & MAIL, May 26,
2004, at CI, available at www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/LAC.20040526.
CAHARASS26/BNPRINT/. (last visited Feb. 28, 2004).
133. Ross Marowits, Workplace Bullying Law Could Catch On, HAMILTON SPECTATOR,
Sept. 11, 2004, at El.
134. Quebec Labour Standards Commission, Labour Standards: Psychological Har-
assment, at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.ca/en/site-hp/loi/normes.asp.
135. Interpretation, Act Respecting Labour Standards, R.S.Q. ch. V-2, (2002) (in force
on June 1, 2004), available at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.ca/en/sitehp/loi/normes.asp
(Can.).
136. Marowits, supra note 133.
137. Civil Code of Quebec, S.Q. 1991, ch. 64, § 2078 (amended Apr. 2004) (Can.),
("The employer is bound not only to allow the performance of the work agreed upon and
to pay the remuneration fixed, but also to take any measures consistent with the nature
of the work to protect the health, safety and dignity of the employee."), available at http:/
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and Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms. 138 Section 3.1 states that
Division V-2, the section on psychological harassment, applies to all
employees and employers.1
39
1. Provisions on Standards
Instead of using the term "moral harassment" [le harcelement moral] as
in France, the Quebec legislation introduces the offense of "psychological
harassment" [le harcelement psychologique], which refers to "any vexatious
behavior in the form of repeated and hostile or unwanted conduct, verbal
comments, actions or gestures, that affects an employee's dignity or psy-
chological or physical integrity and that results in a harmful work environ-
ment for the employee." 140 This definition of psychological harassment
could also encompass sexual harassment.' 4 1 Unlike the French Law on
Social Modernisation, but consistent with Hirigoyen's definition of moral
harassment, section 81.18 explains that psychological harassment may also
occur with "[a] single serious incidence of such behavior that has a lasting
harmful effect on an employee,"' 14 2 although the legislative interpretation
clarifies that the harmful effect of the incidence "must be felt over time."'
143
Although "vexatious behavior" may appear at first to be subjective, Quebec
applies an objective reasonableness standard that assesses the vexatious
nature of the alleged harassment by whether the conduct is socially accept-
able.144 The relevant test is whether "a person who is reasonable, objective
and well informed of all the circumstances and finding himself in a situa-
tion similar to the one related by the employee .. .[wiould .. .conclude
that [it] was a harassment situation[.]"'145 The French Law on Social
Modernisation is less clear on the nature of the applicable standard for
determining when behavior crosses the boundary between a legitimate
exercise of management and moral harassment. This difference between
the French and Qubecois approaches may result from the general empha-
/www.canlii.org/qc/laws/sta/ccq/20040901/partl.html (updated to July 1, 2004) (last
visited Feb. 28, 2005).
138. Quebec Labour Standards Commission, Labour Standards: Psychological Har-
assment, supra note 134; see Quebec Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms, R.S.Q. C-
12, ch. IV, § 46 (1975) (Can.), ("Every person who works has a right, in accordance with
the law, to fair and reasonable conditions of employment which have proper regard for
his health, safety and physical well-being."), available at http://www.cdpdj.qc.ca/en/
commun/docs/charter.pdf.
139. Act Respecting Labour Standards, R.S.Q. ch. V-2, §. 3.1 (2002) (in force on June
1, 2004) (Can.), available at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.ca/en/lois/normes/champ/index.
asp.
140. Id. § 81.18 at para. 1.
141. Interpretation, Act Respecting Labour Standards, R.S.Q. ch. V-2, § 81.18 (2002)
(in force on June 1, 2004) (Can.), available at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.ca/en/sitehp/
loi/normes.asp.
142. Act Respecting Labour Standards, R.S.Q. ch. V-2, §. 81.18, para. 2 (2002) (in
force on June 1, 2004) (Can.), available at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.ca/en/sitehp/loi/
normes.asp.
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sis in North American common law on the reasonable person concept and
the distinction between subjective and objective standards.
The next provision, section 81.19, confers upon all employees the
"right to a work environment free from psychological harassment"'146 and
requires all employers to "take reasonable action to prevent psychological
harassment and, whenever they become aware of such behavior, to put a
stop to it."'1 4 7 The work environment includes both the physical location
where the employee works and other places where he goes to fulfill his
duties, including clients and third parties (e.g., suppliers). 148 As in the
French legislation, the employer is responsible for creating a harassment-
free environment for all employees. 14 9 The Quebec law goes further by
explaining in its interpretation that the employer's lack of awareness about
ongoing psychological harassment does not relieve him of his obligations
under the anti-bullying legislation-negligence or wilful blindness in fact
triggers the employer's responsibilities under the Act Respecting Labour
Standards.15° The French Law on Social Modernisation is not as specific
as the Quebec law but does stress the employer's obligation to maintain
healthy working conditions.
2. Provisions on Recourse
Because a number of the new provisions on anti-bullying standards
and recourses are "deemed to be an integral part of every collective agree-
ment," employees who have a right to grievance under their collective agree-
ments must first follow the agreed-upon procedures. 15 1 The parties may
also jointly request that the Minister of Labour appoint a mediator. 15 2
Under the provisions on recourses, employees alleging psychological har-
assment may file a written complaint with the Labour Standards Commis-
sion [Commission des normes du travail] ["Commission"]. 153 Nonprofit
organizations who defend employees' rights may also file complaints on
behalf of employees with their written consent. 15 4 Unlike France, which
does not require a complaint to be filed within a certain time period, 155 the
law in Quebec requires harassment victims to file their complaint "within
90 days of the last incidence of the offending behaviour."'15 6
The Commission, upon receiving the complaint, must then investigate
146. Id. § 81.19 at para. 1.
147. Id. § 81.19 at para. 2.
148. Interpretation, Act Respecting Labour Standards, R.S.Q. ch. V-2, §. 81.19, (2004)
(Can.), available at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.ca/en/sitehp/loi/normes.asp.
149. See id.
150. Id.
151. Act Respecting Labour Standards, R.S.Q. ch. V-2, § 81.20 (2002) (in force on
June 1, 2004) (Can.), available at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.ca/en/sitehp/loi/normes.
asp; see Interpretation, Act Respecting Labour Standards, R.S.Q. ch. V-2, § 81.20 (Can.),
available at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.ca/en/sitehp/loi/normes.asp.
152. Id.
153. Id. § 123.6.
154. Id.
155. See supra Part II.B.a.
156. Act Respecting Labour Standards, R.S.Q. ch. V-2, § 123.7.
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the facts of the case to assess whether the claim is valid.15 7 The Commis-
sion's decision on validity is an administrative decision and therefore does
not not bind the parties.158 If the Commission refuses to act or decides
that the claim is not valid, the employee may apply in writing to refer the
case to the Labour Relations Commission [Commission des relations du trav-
ail] within thirty days of the Commission's refusal to act on the claim.159
With the parties' agreement, the Commission itself may also ask the Minis-
ter of Labour to appoint a mediator at any time during the investigation.
160
If the parties are unable to reach an internal settlement, and the Com-
mission has agreed to proceed with the complaint, then the Commission
must automatically refer the case to the Labour Relations Commission. 161
Section 123.15 then allows the Labour Relations Commission to "render
any decision it believes fair and reasonable,"'162 including ordering the
employer to reinstate the employee, to pay an indemnity for lost wages, to
pay punitive and moral damages, or to pay for psychological services.
163
The Labour Relations Commission files its decision in Superior Court,
after which it becomes binding and enforceable. 164
C. Implementation in the Workplace
The Quebec Labour Standards Commission has made a lot of informa-
tion available to the public on its web site, which includes a sample state-
ment of the employer's commitment to be posted in the workplace, 165
awareness and prevention guides for employers and employees, 166 scena-
rios of what constitutes psychological harassment, 167 and links to other
sites dealing with psychological harassment. 168 As companies scrambled
in the days before June 1, 2004 to comply with the new legislation, the
Quebec Labour Standards Commission offered half-day information ses-
157. Id. § 123.8; see Interpretation, Act Respecting Labour Standards, R.S.Q. ch. V-2,
§ 123.7 (2002) (in force on June 1, 2004) (Can.), available at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.
ca/en/sitehp/loi/recours.asp.
158. See Act Respecting Labour Standards, R.S.Q. ch. V-2, § 123.9.
159. Id.
160. Id. § 123.10.
161. Id. § 123.12.
162. Id. § 123.15.
163. Id.
164. Interpretation, Act Respecting Labour Standards, R.S.Q. ch. V-2, § 123.15 (2002)
(in force on June 1, 2004) (Can.), available at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.ca/en/sitehp/
loi/recours.asp (citing § 129 of the Labour Code).
165. Quebec Labour Standards Commission, Statement of the Employer's Commit-
ment, available at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.ca/en/site.hp/outils/guide-p-prevention/
declarationengagement.pdf (last visited Oct. 17, 2004).
166. See, e.g., Quebec Labour Standards Commission, Awareness Promotion Guide for
Employers and Employees, available at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.ca/en/gen/publications/
pdf/c_0246a.pdf (last visited Oct. 17, 2004).
167. See Quebec Labour Standards Commission, Examples, at http://www.cnt.gouv.
qc.ca/en/sitehp/exemples/index.asp (last visited Oct. 17, 2004).
168. See generally Quebec Labour Standards Commission, A Workplace Free from Psy-
chological Harassment, (outlining rights and obligations, provisions of the Act, recourses,
and other matters relating to the new provincial legislation), at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.
ca/en/sitehp/index.asp (last visited Oct. 17, 2004).
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sions to educate employers about psychological harassment and the provin-
cial law.16 9 Large companies may believe that their existing policies
already cover psychological harassment; even so, some are still taking some
additional measures to ensure compliance. 1 70 But experts have warned
that employers may not know for a long time whether their measures are
sufficient due to the "great uncertainty about how the law-the only one of
its kind in North America-will be interpreted and enforced."'17 1 Potential
issues may include an excessive burden on employers to police workplace
behavior or employees filing complaints merely "to get even." 17 2 An inter-
esting question is whether Quebec will follows France and limit the scope
of its psychological harassment laws once the courts begin hearing cases.
IV. Future Implications of Psychological Harassment Law in North
America
The director of legal affairs of the Labour Standards Commission
expressed his hope that the Labour Standards Commission would be able
to settle 95% of psychological harassment claims through negotiation, a
figure based on France's experience with the Law on Social Modernisa-
tion.17 3 Union leaders believe that psychological harassment clauses will
become a key priority in future collective agreement bargaining as a result
of the Quebec law and increased pressure from employees. 174
Currently, the Quebec law applies only to provincially regulated enti-
ties, but the Bloc Quebecois attempted to introduce a private members bill,
Bill C-451, in the House of Commons in 2003 to extend the anti-harass-
ment provisions to the federal level:1 75 Bill C-451 included specific details
on areas such as due diligence (i.e., the employer must take action to stop
the harassment within five days of notification by the employee), duty of
disclosure, mistake of fact, and the definition of bad faith-a stark contrast
from the more aspirational language in the French and Quebecois laws. 17 6
The bill also proposed a fine of up to $10,000 for psychological harassment
in the form of vexatious behavior, which is similar to the Quebec defini-
tion, or abuse of authority (e.g., intimidation, threats, and blackmail, or
169. See Immen, supra note 132. See generally Labour Standards Commission, Infor-
mation Sessions, (providing information on the location and agenda of the training pro-
grams, which continue to be available to employers), at http://www.cnt.gouv.qc.ca/en/
site-hp/seances/index.asp (last visited Oct. 17, 2004).
170. See Immen, supra note 132 (noting that Bombardier and Bank of Montreal, while
believing that their longstanding policies against workplace harassment meet the new




173. See id. (explaining that the Commission is "here to prevent rather than prose-
cute" and aims to deal with complaints in a speedy manner).
174. See id.
175. See id.
176. See An Act to Prevent Psychological Harassment in the Workplace and to Amend
the Canada Labour Code, C-451, 37th Parl., H 3(4), 12, 15(3), 19(2) (2003), available at
http://www.parl.gc.ca/PDF/37/2/parlbus/chambus/house/bills/private/c-451- .pdf.
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coercion). 17 7 However, the bill did not proceed to debate since the Parlia-
mentary session ended in May 2004, ahead of the June federal election. 1 78
The possibility still exists of another proposal for federal anti-harass-
ment legislation during the current Parliamentary session. Other prov-
inces will undoubtedly closely follow the developments in Quebec and
consider whether similar legislation is necessary in their own regions.1 79
However, the Ontario Ministry of Labour has already declared that the
Ontario Human Rights Code 18 0 sufficiently protects against workplace
harassment and that the province has no plans to follow Quebec's lead.' 8 '
In the United States, where Drs. Gary and Ruth Namie, co-founders of
The Workplace Bullying & Trauma Institute, introduced the term "work-
place bullying" in 1998,182 statistics on psychological harassment are simi-
lar. 183 Professor David Yamada has written about the need for new
legislation and explained that existing legal theories do not adequately
cover the issue of workplace bullying.18 4 Instead, he proposed new legisla-
tion at the federal or state level that would allow remedies such as back or
front pay, punitive damages, and injunctions. 18 5 At the federal level, in
early 2002, Congress appropriated funds, asked the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) to develop prevention research
programs jointly with the Departments of Justice and Labor to address
workplace violence, and appointed a task force accordingly. 18 6 The
NIOSH researched state-based action against workplace violence and
observed that California and Washington have training requirements or
workplace violence risk assessment; Michigan, Minnesota, and Connecti-
cut have special workplace security training programs; and Indiana and
Alaska have issued general duty clause citations for workplace violence
177. See id. §§ 2, 3(6),
178. See Imlnen, supra note 132.
179. Marowits, supra note 133.
180. Human Rights Code, R.S.O. ch. H-19, § 5(1) (1990) (Can.), amended by 1999,
ch. 6, § 28(5) and 2001, ch. 32, § 27(1) ("Every person has a right to equal treatment
with respect to employment without discrimination because of race, ancestry, place of
origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, sex, sexual orientation, age, record of
offences, marital status, same-sex partnership status, family status or disability.").
181. Immen, supra note 132.
182. Gary Namie, Workplace Bullying: Escalated Incivility, IVEY Bus. J., Nov./Dec. 2003,
at 1, available at http://www.iveybusinessjournal.com/viewarticle.asp?intArticleID=
449.
183. See generally Gary Namie & Ruth Namie, Workplace Bullying: Introduction to the
"Silent Epidemic," THE WORKPLACE BULLYING & TRAuMA INST., available at http://bully-
inginstitute.org/advocacy/overview.pdf (last visited Oct. 17, 2004).
184. See David C. Yamada, The Phenomenon of "Workplace Bullying" and the Need for
Status-Blind Hostile Work Environment Protection, 88 GEO. LJ. 475, 491-522 (2000)
(examining the limitations of intentional infliction of emotional distress (IIED), Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the National
Labor Relations Act (NLRA), and the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) in the
workplace harassment context).
185. See id. at 528-29.
186. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Traumatic Occupational Injuries:
Research on Occupational Violence and Homicide, http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/injury/
traumaviol-research.html (last visited Oct. 17, 2004).
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risk.18 7 California's proposed bill AB 1582188 in 2003 had more specific
language than the Quebec law and was the first attempt at workplace bully-
ing legislation in the United States, but the bill subsequently died in com-
mittee.18 9 There has also been grassroots lobbying in 2005 to reintroduce
the bill in California, with similar campaigns in Oregon, Washington, and
Oklahoma. 190
Conclusion
After almost two years since its enactment, the French Law on Social
Modernisation is recognized in the European Union as one of several mod-
els for enacting legislation against psychological harassment in the work-
place. Quebec's new legislation is not surprising, given the province's
French roots. Overall, however, the legal and political systems in France
are more uniform on a nationwide basis than those in Canada and espe-
cially the United States, and this difference may affect the development of
similar moral harassment legislation in North America.
Returning again to our initial scenarios, an employee in these situa-
tions would probably have recourse in Quebec, France, and a number of
other EU countries. Notice, however, the common thread among these
jurisdictions: a strong civil law tradition. Although moral harassment legis-
lation may be desirable in the United States and Canada, two nations
which pride themselves in granting individual liberties and social freedom,
transplanting the European concept of dignity that underlies the French
and Qubecois legislation into common law jurisdictions seems to be a
necessary yet likely difficult task.19 1 Employers need to start recognizing
workplace bullies as "not tough leaders but abusers of the highest ideals of
work."19 2
Canada has made some progress, with its Quebec legislation as a first
step. However, the more specific language in both the proposed Bill C-451
and the proposed California legislation reflect the North American empha-
sis on discrimination discussed in Part I.B. Broader and more aspirational
provisions similar to the Quebec amendments may better survive legislative
debate. Because the proposed Canadian federal legislation on psychologi-
cal harassment died in Parliament due to the election and not because of
disapproval by Members of Parliament, there is still hope for a Canada-wide
law. Although Ontario-the most influential Canadian province, home to
187. Id.
188. A Model Act to Provide Legal Redress for Targets of Workplace Bullying, Abuse,
and Harassment, Without Regard to Protected Class Status, AB 1582 (Cal. 2003), availa-
ble at http://bulyinginstitute.org/advocacy/abl582.pdf.
189. See California Chamber of Commerce, Major Chamber Victories, at http://www.
calchamber.com/index.cfm?navid=477 (last visited Mar. 23, 2005).
190. See The Workplace Bullying and Trauma Institute, The "Healthy Workplace" Bill:
The WBTI Anti-Bullying Legal Initiative: Grassroots Advocacy Kit, at http://bullyinginsti-
tute.org/advocacy/califlegis.html (last visited Oct. 17, 2004).
191. See Margaret Heffernan, The Wrong Stuff, FAST COMPANY, Apr. 12, 2004, available
at http://www.fastcompany.com/resources/columnists/mh/041204.html.
192. Id.
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both the nation's capital and Canada's largest city-has denounced any
intention to enact new anti-harassment legislation, it seems likely that
Canada will pass such legislation before the United States for several rea-
sons. First, Canada can use the Quebec legislation as a stepping stone for
future legislation; provincially-approved law is inherently more powerful
than statewide grassroots lobbying efforts. Second, Canadian law tends to
provide employees with more statutory protections, along with less admin-
istrative delay in enforcement. 193 Third, Canada does not rely on the
employment-at-will doctrine194 and generally has a much less litigious
atmosphere. 19 5 Finally, unlike Bill C-451 in Canada, there has been no
hint of proposed legislation at the federal level in the United States.
Federal legislation may be difficult in the United States because of the
need for national consensus, which is especially complicated due to the
country's sheer size, the strength of the state governments, and the multi-
tude of other laws that overlap on harassment issues. Moreover, the U.S.
federal government has more urgent priorities on its agenda at the
moment; leaving this issue to the states may be the easier solution, at least
in the foreseeable future. Therefore, it may be a long time before we see an
established legislative framework for dealing with psychological harass-
ment in the United States. Although "[legal and policy developments and
initiatives... suggest that we are in the early stages of an emerging trans-
national consensus that workplace bullying is best dealt with legally by the
creation of new protections"'196 and there is growing recognition of the
problem of workplace bullying in the United States, enacting specific legis-
lation is a big step: America just might not be ready to follow in the foot-
steps of the French.
193. Gilbert & Burkett, supra note 16.
194. See id. (noting that protection for harassment victims in Canada and the United
States are similar, but that an investigation into a sexual harassment complaint in
Canada that leads to dismissal of the harasser must consider whether there is cause for
termination).
195. Id.
196. David Yamada, Workplace Bullying and the Law: Towards a Transnational Consen-
sus?, in BULLYING AND EMOTIONAL ABUSE IN THE WORKPLACE: INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES
IN RESEARCH AND PRACTICE 410 (StAle Einarsen et al. eds., 2003) (noting also that "[w]e
are so early in the history of understanding and responding to workplace bullying that it
is impossible to predict whether such legal protections will be enacted on a widespread
level").
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